
A day at the doctors office

1. Color

2. Body Part

3. Nickname

4. Same Body Part

5. Number

6. Color

7. Food Item

8. Number

9. Verb

10. Right Or Left

11. Article Of Clothing

12. Noun

13. Body Part

14. Adjective

15. Noun

16. Body Part

17. Verb Ending In Ed

18. Organ Of The Body - Kidney Heart Etc

19. Answer - Yes No Maybe Sure

20. Yes Or No

21. Number

22. Noun - Plural

23. Piece Of Furniture
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24. Plural Body Part

25. Plural Clothing

26. Same Plural Noun As Last

27. Body Part

28. Body Part

29. Number

30. Organ Of The Body - Kidney Heart Etc

31. Adjective

32. Yes Or No

33. Plural Body Part

34. Plural Animal

35. Adjective

36. Liquid

37. Plural Food

38. Number

39. Adjective

40. Plural Food

41. Family Member - Sister Brother Grandpa

42. Excited Exclamation - Yay

43. Adjective



A day at the doctors office

Today I went to see Dr. color because of the pain in my body part again.

DOCTOR: "Well hello again, nickname ! Please, take a seat. What may be the problem today?"

ME: "The pain in my same body part , it keeps coming back. I've taken number of those

color pills as suggested and also that food item soup you recommended. It seemed to help for a

while, but now it's back. It hurts number times more when I verb around or move to the

right or left ."

DOCTOR: "I see. Please, take off your article of clothing and I'll take a look."

*Doctor grabs his Noun and places it on my body part *

DOCTOR: "How does that feel?"

ME: " Adjective "

DOCTOR: "Sorry about that. It appears you have another Noun lodged way into the back canal of your

body part , this time it has verb ending in ED further down which is blocking your organ of 

the body - kidney heart etc flow"

ME: "Oh answer - yes no maybe sure ! Can it be fixed?"

DOCTOR: " yes or no . Please wait here."

*Doctor leaves for number minutes and comes back with a handful of Noun - Plural *

DOCTOR: "Please lay down on my piece of furniture and put your plural body part in the air"

ME:



"Absolutely!"

DOCTOR: "We'll need to remove your plural clothing for this procedure and stick one of these

Same plural noun as last up your body part to protect your body part . Once I do this, take

number deep breaths and release the tension in your lower organ of the body - kidney heart etc ,"

ME: "Sounds Adjective . Will it hurt?"

DOCTOR: " yes or no . Just close your plural body part and think of plural animal . It will be

over before you know it"

*Doctor performs the procedure with complete success*

DOCTOR: "All done! You may feel a bit Adjective tonight so I recommend a dose of liquid and

eat nothing but steamed plural food for the next number hours"

ME: "Thanks Doc! Will do."

DOCTOR: "Because you've been an extra Adjective patient this year, you can have this basket of

plural food . Make sure you share this with your family member - sister brother grandpa !"

ME: " excited exclamation - YAY , thanks Doc!"

DOCTOR: "Have a Adjective day!"
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